Front of House
__________________________________________________________________________
The FOH role is a combination of expo, cashier, food runner and busser positions of classic
restaurant operations. We are a small operation with a unique style of service and are looking
for team members who are confident in their abilities to maintain our space and serve our
guests. If you enjoy interacting with people and thrive in a fast-paced workplace, we’d love to
meet you. Your ultimate goal will be to provide high-quality service that will help us to maintain
and attract customers.
Responsibilities:
● Attend to and greet customers upon entrance
● Work at the cash register, take and serve orders.
● Prepare restaurant tables with special attention to sanitation and organization
● Maintain in depth knowledge of restaurant menus and help customers select
food/beverages
● Prepare drink offerings, including alcoholic beverages
● Maintain cleanliness of dining areas and service stations
● Restock inventory as needed
● Answer questions or make product recommendations to guests
● Collaborate with other FOH and BOH staff to ensure guest satisfaction
● Deal with complaints or problems with a positive attitude
● Issue bills and accept payment
● Ensure timely and correct service of orders for both dine-in and to-go guests
Skills:
● Proven hospitality restaurant experience
● Hands-on experience in cashier duties
● Attention to cleanliness and safety
● Patience and customer-oriented approach
● Excellent people skills with a friendly attitude
● Responsible and trustworthy
Experience:
● 2+ years working in hospitality or a similar role, preferred
Full/Part Time:
● Full and part time positions available
Schedule:
●
●
●

Day Shift
Night Shift
Weekends

●

$10/hour + tips

●

Employee Discount Program

Pay:
Benefits:

For Full Time Employees after 90 days:
● PTO/ Sick Days
● Employer matched retirement plan
_________________________________________________________________________
Physical Demands
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by
the employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this position. While performing
these duties of the position, the employee is regularly required to talk or hear. The employee
frequently is required to use hands or fingers, handle, or feel objects, tools or controls. The
employee is frequently required to stand; walk; sit; reach with hands and arms; climb or
balance; and stoop, kneel or crawl. The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 50
pounds and work standing and walking for extended periods of time.
Note:
The aforementioned roles and responsibilities are not the only duties to be performed by
FOH team members. All duties and responsibilities are essential functions and requirements
and are subject to possible modification based on business needs or reasonable ownership
requests. The requirements listed in this document are the minimum levels of knowledge, skills,
and abilities expected for the implementation of this role.

